3) The Statues. On the logical assumption that the famous bronze originals would have been reproduced in Roman copies, scholars have frequently been tempted to "illustrate" Pliny's text with the sculptural types represented in modern collections. Though lively disagreement still continues on the attributions of the single types to the various masters, the types themselves have been generally established and accepted; they are usually known as: the Lansdowne type (pl. I, fig. I ), the Capitoline type (pl. i, fig. 2 ), the Mattei type (pl. i, fig. 3 ) and the Villa Doria Pamphili Amazon (pl. I, fig. 4 Sestieri, who in i951 proclaimed the heavily restored statue a Roman classicizing creation intended to represent not an Amazon but a Diana.'o He based this suggestion on: its excessive similarity to the Lansdowne type; the effort apparent in the pose because of the elimination of the supporting pier present in the Berlin type; the stance, which makes it difficult to reconstruct a symmetrical group based on the four "canonical" Amazons, three of which rest their weight on the right leg; and finally the rendering of the drapery, especially the zigzag fold between the breasts, which betrays a classicizing origin. Sestieri maintained moreover that the head at present on the D-P Amazon does not belong but copies a true fifth century original, probably the Amazon by Phradmon. He suggested that the body type to be associated with the head is preserved in a torso known to him through three replicas; the best one, in the La Valletta Museum in Malta, has no attribute preserved, while the other two, in the Palazzo Corsini, Florence, and the Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek, Copenhagen, have been characterized as Diana by the addition of quiver and strap." Sestieri's attribution to Phradmon has not been repeated in later literature, and the theory has also been advanced that the torso represented by the three replicas is itself a classicizing creation, intended for a Diana but also used as a stock body for portraits of Roman ladies at the Imperial court.'2 On the other hand, Sestieri's doubt about the D-P Amazon has been confirmed: the most recent systematic study of the Ephesian group omits the statue because it is "not certainly an Amazon, and in any event so much restored that it had better be excluded."3" The following points should, however, be mentioned. Sestieri's analysis of the pose is probably invalidated by the fact that a pillar may have been included when the D-P statue was first made; the extensive reworking on the figure's left hip has in fact been interpreted as caused by the breaking off of such a support.14 With this leaning pose would go well also the gesture of resting a hand over the head. Sestieri disregarded this possibility because he believed the pier absent and the head wrong; but if the head is, as generally maintained, part of the original composition, it shows traces of the attachment for the fingers and confirms this reconstruction--making the statue particularly close to the Lansdowne type. This gesture is not attested for Artemis/Diana types, which are more traditionally shown removing an arrow from the quiver while in motion.
are the most commonly given sources. In order to avoid excessive footnoting, documentation and references have often been condensed, so that when several statues or several authors are mentioned, only one footnote at the end of the paragraph will provide the bibliographical support.
The Amazon types have been referred to as follows: D-P Amazon = Villa Doria Pamphili Amazon; Capitoline Amazon type = also known as Sosikles' Amazon because the copy in the Capitoline Museum is signed by Sosikles; Ephesos (Ephesos pier) Amazon = the newly established "fifth" type known through the high relief figure decorating one of the piers of the Roman theater at Ephesos; Mattei Amazon type = after the replica in the Vatican; Lansdowne Amazon type bus geniti) but also for reinforcement (qui praesentes erant iudicio). If, however, as we shall argue infra, Phradmon is a fourth century sculptor, the possibility of contemporaneity collapses and with it the entire anecdote of the contest.
2) The Artists. Aside from problems of chronology, the name of the fourth master mentioned by Pliny has given rise to skepticism, and the ancient text has often been emended so as to avoid Kydon entirely and to eliminate the mention of a fifth statue, shifting quarta to Phradmonis.' The grounds for this emendation have usually been that Kydon is otherwise unknown as a sculptor, that Pliny mistook Kresilas' ethnic (from Kydonia in Crete) for the name of another person, and that the four types of Amazons extant in our museums could be attributed to a fifth century monument. In recent years, however, G. M. A. Richter has defended the original lectio of the text on the basis of a new Amazonian type which was excavated in Ephesos in 1898 but did not receive official publication until sixty years later.5 Richter pointed out also that Kydon, not attested as an ethnic, is well attested as a proper name, and that therefore Pliny's information should be accepted in toto. This position is probably correct, regardless of the value of the whole passage.
3) The Statues. On the logical assumption that the famous bronze originals would have been reproduced in Roman copies, scholars have frequently been tempted to "illustrate" Pliny's text with the sculptural types represented in modern collections. Though lively disagreement still continues on the attributions of the single types to the various masters, the types themselves have been generally established and accepted; they are usually known as: the Lansdowne type (pl. I, fig. I ), the Capitoline type (pl. i, fig. 2 ), the Mattei type (pl. i, fig. 3 ) and the Villa Doria Pamphili Amazon (pl. I, fig. 4 ), which is known through only one statue and therefore cannot technically be defined as a type. Indeed Michaelis, in I886, had listed this statue as a replica of the Lansdowne type," but Furtwiingler (pp. 286-303) strongly refuted this position and ascribed the statue to the little-known Phradmon, whom he considered a follower of Polykleitos. Furtwaingler's identification gained wide acceptance and his four types entered the literature of the next fifty years, with discussion mainly limited to deciding which type belonged to which master.
When Eichler published the Amazon from the Ephesos theater (pl. 2, figs. 5-6) he pointed out its strong similarity to the Capitoline type,' but did not express himself as to whether the statue represented one more creation of the competing masters or a variant based on the classical Amazons and invented for the specific purpose of decorating the Roman stage.8 Richter was explicit in recognizing the originality of the type, but did not attribute it specifically to either Phradmon or Kydon, since both the Ephesos and the Doria Pamphili Amazons are known through only one replica and could equally well be assigned to either sculptor.9 At this point in our knowledge, however, the picture was simple and coherent: Pliny spoke of five sculptors and five statues; the accuracy of his passage was now confirmed, since we finally possessed five sculptural types, some of them definitely associated with Ephesos through their provenience. But doubts had already begun to undermine this apparent unity.
THE DORIA-PAMPHILI AMAZON
Furtwdingler's attribution of the D-P type to the Ephesian group was explicitly challenged by C. P.
Sestieri, who in i951 proclaimed the heavily restored statue a Roman classicizing creation intended to represent not an Amazon but a Diana.'o He based this suggestion on: its excessive similarity to the Lansdowne type; the effort apparent in the pose because of the elimination of the supporting pier present in the Berlin type; the stance, which makes it difficult to reconstruct a symmetrical group based on the four "canonical" Amazons, three of which rest their weight on the right leg; and finally the rendering of the drapery, especially the zigzag fold between the breasts, which betrays a classicizing origin. Sestieri maintained moreover that the head at present on the D-P Amazon does not belong but copies a true fifth century original, probably the Amazon by Phradmon. He suggested that the body type to be associated with the head is preserved in a torso known to him through three replicas; the best one, in the La Valletta Museum in Malta, has no attribute preserved, while the other two, in the Palazzo Corsini, Florence, and the Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek, Copenhagen, have been characterized as Diana by the addition of quiver and strap." Sestieri's attribution to Phradmon has not been repeated in later literature, and the theory has also been advanced that the torso represented by the three replicas is itself a classicizing creation, intended for a Diana but also used as a stock body for portraits of Roman ladies at the Imperial court.'2 On the other hand, Sestieri's doubt about the D-P Amazon has been confirmed: the most recent systematic study of the Ephesian group omits the statue because it is "not certainly an Amazon, and in any event so much restored that even if definitely not by Pheidias), and therefore excludes from the Ephesian monument. He lists the Doria-Pamphili statue as Replica H of his Type I. 7For Eichler's publication see supra n. 5. A fragmentary head in the British Museum, no. 1239, found near the Artemision, had been attributed by Poulsen to the Capitoline type, but a cast fitted into the remaining portion of the face and body on the Ephesos pier now in Vienna (no. 1616) has unquestionably shown that the two belong together.
8 It should be noted that other piers from the scaenae frons are decorated with Amazons; one, Vienna 1615, though fragmentary and badly preserved, probably represented an Amazon of the Capitoline type; Vienna 1617 is in even worse condition, but the Amazon carved against the surface of this pier has a raised right arm inserted separately, and since no traces of a garment appear on the right side of the torso as far as preserved, she may perhaps have been of the Lansdowne type. One more pier, however, Vienna 834, was adorned with the figure of a Hellenistic satyr, so the total decoration of the theater stage must have been eclectic in character.
9 Richter, Archaeology 115; S. & S. 175 n. 79. 10 C. P. Sestieri, "Alla ricerca di Phradmon," ArchCl 3 (1951) 13-32, I6. The restorations, as given in the text to BrBr 688-689 are: 1. arm from middle of upper arm; r. arm from upper third of upper arm; both legs from knee downward; feet; plinth; dog. Extensive reworking on 1. hip. Restored also is a group of folds on the r. side front, from the belt upward; pieces of the folds between the legs and some individual folds; part of hanging folds on back, r., and perhaps also part of back. The head was originally split lengthwise in two, with the break running through the cheeks; its restorations include: chin, lower part of nose, hair over the forehead at 1., up to level of fillet. The 1. half of the head crown retains traces of the finger tips where the r. hand originally rested.
11 La Valletta torso: Sestieri (supra n. io) pl. it had better be excluded."3" The following points should, however, be mentioned. Sestieri's analysis of the pose is probably invalidated by the fact that a pillar may have been included when the D-P statue was first made; the extensive reworking on the figure's left hip has in fact been interpreted as caused by the breaking off of such a support.14 With this leaning pose would go well also the gesture of resting a hand over the head. Sestieri disregarded this possibility because he believed the pier absent and the head wrong; but if the head is, as generally maintained, part of the original composition, it shows traces of the attachment for the fingers and confirms this reconstruction--making the statue particularly close to the Lansdowne type. This gesture is not attested for Artemis/Diana types, which are more traditionally shown removing an arrow from the quiver while in motion.
A chitoniskos covering both breasts is not simply a prerogative of Artemis/Diana. Those who believe that the D-P statue reproduces the bronze original by Phradmon stress the conservatism of the master and consider the attire typical of early representations of Amazons. If, however, it is true that these female warriors tend to appear with one breast uncovered after the middle of the fifth century, it is also true that the more modest fashion continues in vogue throughout, as shown by individual Amazons on the Bassae frieze, the Maussolleion frieze, and even the late-Hellenistic frieze of the Artemision at Magnesia.5 Specifically, the new Amazon type from the Ephesos theater has her chiton similarly fastened over both shoulders. Since the dog was added by the restorer, there is no positive indication that the D-P statue originally represented a Diana, and there is actually a possible clue (the hand resting on the head) pointing to its being an Amazon. Finally, while I would tend to concur with Sestieri's analysis of the drapery as classicizing, I should like to stress that the head of the D-P figure is equally classicizing, especially in the rendering of the rhythmical "festoons" of hair on each side of the central part below the fillet, which recall early Imperial coiffures.16 It may also be added that the statue is usually considered an inferior work of little value, and the absence of replicas is explained on similar grounds. But a direct examination of the piece" shows that it is an impressive work of imposing size and definite monumentality, certainly not inferior to some of the lesser replicas of the Lansdowne Amazon. A classicizing origin would effectively exclude the D-P original from the alleged fifth century competition, but this point will be discussed below in a different connection.
THE MATTEI TYPE
If some doubt can be entertained about the D-P statue, the other three Amazonian types have inspired greater confidence, mostly because of their high quality and the considerable number of replicas extant for each one."8 Perhaps the least well known is the so-called Mattei Amazon, which has always been found headless. An attempt to adapt to the torso a head known through a replica in bronze from Herculaneum and one in marble from Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli has been accepted by some, rejected by others.19 The most recent discussion on the bronze Herculaneum herm seems If this three-dimensionality is recognized, one more possible explanation for the drapery may be found: the desire to create a pattern of folds emphasizing and continuing the motion of arms and legs.29 The composition would therefore flow from the raised right arm along the diagonal edge of the chiton to the crucial gathering-point of the folds over the left hip, to branch off from there in two directions, one toward the back of the figure, along the line of the lifted skirt, the other across the front to the right knee following the ridge of the deep fold which ends as the last of the overregular catenaries on the right thigh. This motion can be pursued even farther, from the right knee to the left ankle, in one last lap of the zigzag, but the pattern is not linearly applied to the frontal view of the statue, since the gathering-point at the waist leads the eye in other directions with a depth and complexity somewhat comparable to the "Hellenistic Muse" in Samos.30 A major reason for attributing the Mattei type to Pheidias has been Lucian's description of a Pheidian Amazon leaning on a spear (Imag. 4 SQ 768). Aside from Pliny's Ephesian anecdote, it is the only other ancient source ascribing such a statue to the famous master; yet the subject seems hardly in keeping with what we know otherwise about the sculptor's production, which focused on divine figures. The possibility must therefore be considered that Pheidias' name became connected with a specific Amazonian type only relatively late, when there was confusion about attributions, and mostly because Pheidias was responsible for the Amazonomachy on the shield of the Athena Parthenos, which was amply "quoted" in Neoattic works.3, THE CAPITOLINE TYPE Another Amazon exists who leans on her spear: the so-called Capitoline type, which has also been attributed to Pheidias, though both Kresilas and Polykleitos are more frequently favored. This is the only Amazon who has been unanimously accepted as wounded because she openly acknowledges her condition by lifting her garment from the painful spot. This virtual justification for the revealing of her breast seems fully in keeping with fifth century practice, which showed the female nude only through transparent drapery or under conditions of stress or rapid motion.32 The Amazon's "four-square" pose would have been emphasized on her right side by the presence of the spear which she held with her raised arm, as shown in a gem in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.33 She is the only one of the four basic types to reflect the Polykleitan chiasmos as we know it from the Doryphoros" and, without going into the matter of attributions, made more difficult by the possible unreliability of Pliny's anecdote, she is also the only one in pure fifth century style. It is interesting to note that the "fifth" Amazon from the Ephesos theater seems the obvious counterpart of the Capitoline type: she wears the mantle as well as the chitoniskos, rests her weight on the right leg and lifts her left arm, in a mirror-image pose; her hairstyle is so close to the Capitoline's that the fragment of her head in London was originally considered another replica of that type;35 and both Amazons are characterized by a slightly unruly coiffure which does not rely on fillets but knots the long strands over the nape. the body is different--a distinctly oblique stance.2 The Amazon, however, is perfectly balanced, to the extent that her left shoulder is practically level with her right (despite the presence of the pier which should push it upward), which therefore thoroughly alters the potential chiasmos of the pose.
In defense of a Polykleitan attribution, it has been pointed out that Polykleitos himself changed his famous contrapposto pattern in the Kyniskos,43 but the two statues side by side show an entirely different concept of balance. The athlete rests his weight on his left leg and raises the opposite arm to crown himself; as a result the chiasmos prevails in his torso, with shoulder lowered on the side of the raised hip and raised where the free leg makes the iliac crest dip down. The Amazon, in contrast, lifts her arm on the side of her weight-carrying leg, so that shoulder and hip are raised on the same side, and though the left hip must be lowered because of the trailing foot, the left shoulder remains level with the right, as already noted. Basically, therefore, the Kyniskos alters the Doryphoros' pattern only in being a mirror image of the canonical pose and in turning his head toward the side of the free leg; the Amazon, like the Doryphoros, rests her weight on the right leg, but changes the scheme completely by eliminating the contrapposto pattern, or rather, by shifting her balance only up to the waist while her shoulders remain virtually level, much like works of the Severe period or of the "Severizing" phase during the first century B.c.44 Note further that the Kyniskos (or any Polykleitan statue, for that matter) trails his free leg not so much behind as to the side; the Amazon has a much closer stance, with her left foot well behind her and touching the ground only at the toes.5 Moreover, while the Kyniskos, by bending his head and raising his arm on the side of the free leg, compositionally describes an open curve to his right, the Amazon is enclosed between two vertical lines, her weight-carrying leg on one side and the pier on the other, accentuating and widening the frontal plane of the composition. The need for touching the pillar with her left elbow, in conjunction with the trailing foot, forces her to throw back her shoulders and push her stomach forward. When the statue is viewed directly in profile (pl. 3, fig. 9 ), this pose results in a peculiar effect of rear concavity, which is unusual for the fifth century and, to my knowledge, appears only in much later monuments.4 Thus the pillar, far from being necessary for the balance of the figure, forces it into a slightly unnatural position; its justification must therefore be sought in its aesthetic/symbolic meaning rather than in its function, especially, to stress the point once again, since the original bronze statue would have required no such support.
When do bronzes appear in conjunction with "meaningful" supports? The clearest examples seem to be no earlier than the Hellenistic period, but a fourth century date may also be possible. 4 This foot is preserved in the New York replica and its heel is much higher from the ground than in any Polykleitan statue. 46 The full profile view of the Lansdowne Amazon is generally avoided by photographers since it obscures some aspects of the composition and shows the statue at its most ungainly. See however the illustration in AJA 37 (1933) If not in chitoniskoi, this particular combination of transparent drapery crossed by regular catenaries and outlined by deep folds does occur in other renderings.7' We find it first in many archaic statues from Asia Minor, especially in seated figures from Miletus, but the motif can be traced down through Roman times and as far afield as Gandhara, Palmyra and Parthia.72 Because it seems so much at home in Oriental territory, one may speculate whether the motif goes back to a pre-Greek substratum, often assimilated into Greek forms but never totally forgotten, which reemerged in times of diluted classical influence; this non-Greek rendering would then be responsible for such works as the Phrygian Cybele from Bogazkoiy, some figures on Luristan objects in the Oxus Treasure, and even the traditional version of the Achaemenid costume in the Persian reliefs.7" The decorative potential of the motif, combined with its modeling possibilities, must have appealed to the Eastern Greeks, who always preferred surface animation to plastic articulation; these qualities insured the revival of the rendering whenever taste favored symmetry and calligraphy, or emphatic separation of body and cloth, or even when non-Greek connections were implied. It is therefore not surprising to find basically the same motif in statues of priestesses of Isis, or in mid-or late Hellenistic female figures, and especially in archaistic sculpture.74 Close in spirit as these renderings may be, none can safely be pinned down to an absolute date, though all of them belong, generally speaking, to the Hellenistic period. Fortunately, one last example can be found in a portrait statue wearing precisely the chitoniskos, or the Roman version of it: the cuirassed M. Holconius Rufus from Pompeii, who is firmly dated to the Augustan Period (pl.  3, fig. ii) . His short tunic under the cuirass shows the same pattern of catenaries over the thighs between the enframing vertical folds that we have, in a rather colder execution, in the Lansdowne Amazon.75 Another, though provincial, example firmly dated to early Imperial times appears on the Arch of Carpentras in France, in the drapery of one of the Gaulish prisoners (pl. 4, fig. 12 ).
HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND PLINY'S "GROUP"
On the basis of all these elements (the presence of an unnecessary support, the mannered gesture meaning rest, the elongated proportions, the archaizing arrangement of the drapery) only one conclusion seems possible: the Lansdowne type, far from being a fifth century B.C. creation, should be dated considerably later, at least within the Hellenistic period and possibly even in Augustan times. With her should date the D-P Amazon, which resembles the Lansdowne in so many features and which was sooner recognized as classicizing because of her more numerous stylistic discrepancies and lesser quality. The famous group mentioned by Pliny would therefore break down to an additive composition, which probably started with the dedi- 
OBJECTIONS
We must now consider the evidence against our proposed dates for the Mattei and Lansdowne Amazons. The first objection, and the most obvious, is that a dedication by Alexander the Great would have certainly found mention in the literary sources over and above that of a spurious context among artists. Yet we are all aware of the peculiar omissions by ancient writers, and perhaps one can even assume that Ephesos preferred to recall its proud rejection of Alexander's offer rather than his dedications and benefactions.
Another valid objection is that if the Lansdowne Amazon (and her companion) had been set up in Augustan times, one would hardly expect the fact to have been forgotten less than a century later, when Pliny wrote. Here, however, one can counter that some statues now generally considered classicizing and of late Hellenistic date are mentioned by Pliny as the work of either Skopas or Praxiteles; one of them, a bronze statue of Janus, seems an unlikely subject for a fourth century Greek master, yet Pliny hesitates in attributing it, though this very statue was dedicated by Augustus.86 It is possible that an Augustan dedication in Ephesos would have been neglected by Pliny's sources, while the sanctuary itself would have received greater glory from an attribution to famous fifth century masters, with a mistake made possible and abetted by the intentionally classical appearance of the Amazon and perhaps its direct imitation of a Pheidian prototype from the Athena Parthenos' shield."
The Ephesos Relief. A more serious objection is represented by a relief which was found in Ephesos and which unquestionably represents the Lansdowne Amazon in two-dimensional form (pl. 3,  fig. I3 ). This relief, which provides the best confirmation for the presence of the support in the original bronze work, was discovered in 900oo among material reemployed in the paving of the marble road in front of the Ephesos theater, at a considerable distance, therefore, from the Artemision. 89 Theoretically, it could still be argued that the relief came first and inspired a Neoattic artist to produce a statue in the round. How faithfully the relief imitates the statue is still an object of dispute; some scholars, e.g., Bammer, consider it quite accurate and very good work, others are less appreciative. Richter (Archaeology III) calls it an "inferior version," Eichler (supra n. 5) 7 describes it as stylistically very free; M. Ervin (supra n. 48) 114 states that the Amazon of the relief has been given "a good Attic head" which can find parallels in some fourth century Attic grave reliefs. [AJA 78 convinced that it was a classical Greek original, and Bammer stresses the difference in the marble (hard and large-grained, as contrasted with the less hard variety used in the Roman period) doubts have been raised as to the true date of the relief, and even of some elements of the architecture; it would therefore be possible to assume that the altar by and large belongs to the fourth century, but that it was extensively restored in Roman times, perhaps after the fire and destruction which are mentioned by some inscriptions."9 In that case the embellishment of the Roman period may have included the reproduction of a recent, famous dedication.
It may also be pointed out that the entire structure, as reconstructed by Bammer, seems unusual for the fourth century; its elaborate pi-shape and its Ionic colonnade make it a more plausible follower than forerunner of the great altars at Pergamon, Magnesia and Priene; the fence-like lattice work of the orthostates recalls the Ara Pacis. Another important, and more general conclusion should be drawn from this study: the recognition that the "Roman" period could produce first-rate works of high artistic value after the manner of classical Greek masters. These works were not true copies or even variants of Greek prototypes, but new originals which did not pedantically quote, but paraphrased and, as it were, translated into a new idiom, the styles of the major Greek sculptors. When these new creations have obvious Roman subjects and contexts, and are therefore datable on historical grounds, it is easy to recognize influences and distinguish contributions; but modern scholarship can be entirely at a loss when dealing with mythological subjects equally familiar and appealing to both Greeks and Romans. If we can recognize the vigor and inventiveness of Roman sculptors in historical reliefs and portraits, we should also admit the possibility that such qualities obtained also in the creation of cult images and mythological monuments, a lesson which the Sperlonga groups are forcefully beginning to impart. When a greater understanding of style and fashions has opened our eyes, it is likely that in many cases we shall no longer speak of Roman copies of a 
